Experience immersive productivity
with Dell Curved Monitors

Dell Curved Monitors deliver immersive productivity with ultrawide screens
that let you see and do more, wherever work takes you. High resolution
screens with outstanding color, better support for multitasking, future ready
connectivity and user comfort features — all reasons to choose Dell Curved
Monitors and give your productivity a boost.

Learn more at Dell.com/monitors

See everything. Do anything.
Regardless of industry or location, monitors are an essential tool for an effective
work environment. Forrester Research cited 96% of employees consider monitors as
the most important feature of their workspace, and 88% believe better resolution
and immersive monitors improve productivity.1 Choose from our range of Dell Curved
Monitors and stay ahead of the curve with immersive productivity.

DID YOU KNOW?
You can boost productivity
by up to 42% when you
use a 34” QHD curved
monitor with Dell Display
Manager, a keyboard and
mouse with your laptop.2

EXPAND YOUR VIEW
With more onscreen space you can see more and accomplish more, without the need
for a dual monitor setup. Choose from 34” to 49” screens (up to Dual QHD resolution)
and get expansive views in striking clarity — perfect for multitasking.
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ALL-ENCOMPASSING
Curved displays heighten your field of view, reduce reflections
and create a near-uniform visual focus for an immersive
wrap-around experience that helps you focus on your work.
And with reduced eye movement across the screen, you’ll get
a comfortable viewing experience.
Built-in speakers on select monitors bring quality sound for an
enhanced audio/visual experience.

STUNNING VISUALS
IPS (In-Plane Switching) panel technology and a 100%
curvature along the entire screen, enables consistent color
and picture quality across a 178° wide viewing angle. Expect
accurate color with a wide color coverage across industry
color standards, including sRGB, Rec 709 and DCI-P3.3
(With approximately 25% larger color coverage than sRGB,
DCI-P3 is becoming a color standard when creating and
viewing content.)

Immersive productivity
MULTITASK EFFICIENTLY
Connect and view content from two PCs
at the same time with PBP (Picture-byPicture) and PIP (Picture-in-Picture) features.
Our intelligent Auto KVM feature detects
the second connected PC and seamlessly
switches controls over. Use the built-in
KVM (keyboard, video and mouse) feature
to control both PCs with a single keyboard
and mouse.
Stay organized and on task with Easy Arrange, one of the many options included with Dell Display Manager software.4 Quickly
tile and view applications side by side, so they’re always right where you need them. Plus, the Auto-restore feature repositions
the layout of your applications even after disconnecting from the monitor.

CONNECT TO PRODUCTIVITY
Dell Curved Monitors come with comprehensive connectivity,
including RJ45 for Ethernet connectiity3 and USB-C® that
delivers up to 100W of power.3 Get uninterrupted charging with
the Always On Power Delivery feature, which continuously
charges your system (and prevent accidental shutdown) even
when the monitor is turned off. Convenient easy access ports
enable quick connections and even charging3 to peripherals.

DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND
Research has shown that 92% of workers believe ergonomically
optimized monitors are critically important for improving their
productivity1.
Thoughtfully designed, Dell monitors are crafted with premium
finishing that complement both home or office environments
and come with usability features to enable a more comfortable
experience. Tilt, swivel and adjust the height of the monitor to
your personal preference. Our monitors come with TÜV certified
flicker-free screens and ComfortView4, a feature that reduces
harmful blue light emissions, to optimize eye comfort.
A cable management slot allow you to hide cable clutter while
the small base help free up desk space. For a more flexible
workspace, you can pair these monitors with VESA-compatible
mounts and stands.

Dell Curved Monitors
Experience immersive productivity and lose yourself in all encompassing views with
Dell Curved Monitors, from the world’s #1 monitor company*.
The curved screen optimizes
your field of view, covering both
primary and peripheral vision.

Enhance your senses with amazing
visual and audio clarity (built-in
speakers available in select models).

Diagonal Viewing Size
Resolution
Aspect Ratio
Curved Radius
Color Gamut
PBP/PIP modes
Built-in KVM
Speakers
Power Delivery

IPS panel technology for
consistent colors across an
ultra-wide viewing angle.

Near uniform visual focus enables
a comfortable viewing experience with
less eye movement vs a flat screen.

Enjoy great visual clarity
with minimal reflection
from ambient light.

P3421W

U3421WE

U3818DW

U4919DW

34.14 inches / 86.72 cm

34.14 inches / 86.72 cm

37.5 inches / 95.3 cm

49 inches / 124.46 cm

WQHD 3440 x 1440 at 60Hz

WQHD 3440 x 1440 at 60Hz

WQHD+ 3840 x 1600 at 60Hz

Dual QHD 5120 x 1440 at 60Hz

21:9

21:9

21:9

32:9

3800R

1900R

2300R

3800R

99% sRGB

100% sRGB, 100% Rec. 709,
95% DCI-P3

99% sRGB, 99% Rec 709,
78.1% DCI-P3

99% sRGB

Yes - PIP/PBP

Yes - PIP/PBP

Yes - PIP/PBP

Yes - PBP

Yes, with Auto KVM

Yes, with Auto KVM

Yes, with Auto KVM

Yes, with Auto KVM

No

2x 5W

2x 9W

No

Up to 65W via USB-C

Up to 90W via USB-C

Up to 100W via USB-C

Up to 90W via USB-C

Enjoy peace of mind with the commitment to quality, reliability and service that you expect from Dell — demonstrated
through an exhaustive testing regimen, and backed by our 3-year Advanced Exchange Service5 and Premium Panel
Exchange.6 Upgrade to 24 X 7, in-region technical phone support from qualified engineers with Dell ProSupport option.7

* Dell monitors are #1 Worldwide for 7 consecutive years (2013 to 2020)! Source: IDC Worldwide Quarterly PC Monitor Tracker, Q2, 2020.
1 Source: A Forrester Consulting Thought Leadership Spotlight commissioned by Dell, “Exploring The Role Of Monitors In Improving Employee Experience”, July 2019. Actual results
will vary. Full report: https://www.dellemc.com/resources/en-us/asset/white-papers/products/electronics-accessories/exploring_the_role_of_monitors_in_improving_employee_
experience_forrester_whitepaper.pdf
2 Source: A Hot Tech Vision and Analysis study commissioned by Dell, “Dell Monitor Productivity Story - Examining the Effects of External Monitors on Remote Worker Productivity”,
June 2020.
3 Varies by model. Please refer to product specific technical specs for more information.
4 Enabled by Dell Display Manager. Learn more dell.com/ddm
5 Advanced Exchange: Dell will send you a replacement monitor the next business day in most cases, if deemed necessary after phone/online diagnosis. Shipping times may vary by
location and for monitors 55” and above. Fee charged for failure to return defective unit. See dell.com/servicecontracts/global.
6 Premium Panel Exchange is only available with Dell P Series and UltraSharp monitors. In the event you discover even one bright pixel during the Limited Hardware Warranty period,
a free monitor exchange is guaranteed. https://support.dell.com/support/topics/global.aspx/support/kcs/document?docid=414288
7 Availability varies by country, please visit www.dell.com/support for details.
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